
 

 

ויקהל פרשת  
Week #94 

Is it permissible to prepare a child’s clothing at night to be worn in the morning? 

If the clothing is in a “mixture” it may only be selected immediately prior to the child 

wearing it. A pile containing differently colored shirts or differently colored socks is 

considered a mixture and one may not select a specific color at night for the morning. 

However, if the pile contains shirts or socks of the same color but of various designs, it 

is permissible to select a specific design.  This is because they are all considered one 

type of clothing, as they all have the same use (e.g. all match to the same pants). 

However, if there are a variety of socks that are not paired yet, one may not select two 

of the same design to make a pair only immediately prior to use. 

Is it permissible to remove a specific food from a mixture of foods in the freezer, or a 

specific drink from a mixture of drinks, and place it into the refrigerator a few hours 

prior to the meal? 

According to many Poskim, this is considered an action that is permitted immediately 

prior to the meal since the defrosting/refrigerating is part of the meal preparation. 

However, this is only permitted to be done early enough for the food to be ready for 

the meal. Therefore, one may not do this at night to be ready for the morning, or at 

any time earlier than the necessary time it would take to defrost. 

Note: Food packages or drinks that are distinctly labeled are only considered a mixture 

if they are piled one atop another. However, if different foods are wrapped and not 

clearly labeled, they are considered a mixture unless they are placed separately from 

each other. 

Is it permissible to prepare the meal early enough to have time to go to Shul or to 

meet one’s husband walking home? 

If the preparation includes any sorting, peeling, or cutting fruits/vegetables into small 

pieces, it may only be done in the time frame necessary to be ready for the expected 

start time of the meal. However, other preparations that do not require these actions 

may be done earlier, for example changing from clothing that was worn during food 

preparation into Shabbos clothing. 

 Any food that will be eaten during the meal may be prepared prior to the meal for 

example one may prepare dessert prior to the meal even though it is a few hours prior 

to when it will be eaten.  


